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reasonable nrinciples urove whether Australia is big or small when you. think about it.

You have to get the facts from somebody who knows and here are the facts in the Bible

foom God who knows about many matters that we have no access to. But there is nothing

beliefunreasonable about xitx in the Bible and. accenting what God gives us. Well now these

are the great emuhases of the "old Princeton" and for over a century Princeton was a great

fountainhead of training Christian leaders and had a tremendous influence and it is no

wonder that the modernists decided that they must destroy Princeton and they did succeed

in destroying it. And I believe we are carrying on the tradition of the "old Princeton".

But we are not just carrying on the tradition of the "old Princeton". We are trying to

do something more than to carry on the tradition of the "old Princeton". Princeton, when

I was there, was a great center of scholarly defense of the Word of God and a wonderful

niace to learn to interret the Bible in the original. But there were some very glaring

deficiencies in Princeton when I was a student there. I was told by someone there who

(3.5)Prtnceton. He said that some students had gone

to one of the nrofessors and ztE had criticized something the seminary was doing. And the

student said if you o on doing this way, nretty soon you won't have any students. And

the urofessor looked at the student, he said, "Young man, Princeton Seminary will go on

1ust the same whether there are any students or nott" I had a man, when I was ordained

in the Presbytery of Los Angeles of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., I met a man

there who seemed to be a Godly man as far as I could tell, he was quite an elderly man,

and he told me that he had gone to Princeton Seminary back in the 90's or sometime way

back then, and. he had gone there for one year and gotten disgusted and gone to Union

Seminary to finish. And Union was not as nodernistic then as it was later on and I

wouldn't be surrrised if a good bit of the teaching was still sound when he went to

Union. But he had no use for Princeton. He said the orofessors are not the least bit

interested in the students. Nobody learned to know you or nay any attention to you

there. He said they just were interested, in their material and nothing else. That

was the impression that this fellow had who left it and was rather disgusted about it.

In fact, when I was there, we had 70 in the class and there was a fellow in the class

who told me , he had just graduated, h said, "You know, there isn't a single 'orofessor
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